20
./fastqc ./input/NG-6796_Pc3_lib26819_1663_8_1.fastq The processed reads obtained from the next-generation sequencing of Pc3, AS25, and AS25-3 were 30 mapped to the P2niaD18 genome sequence (Chaudhuri et al., 2011) . Furthermore, processed reads of 31 ascospore isolate AS25 were mapped on the de novo assembled contigs of Pc3 (see section II for 32 assembly details) and reads obtained from ascospore isolate AS25-3 were mapped to an afore 33 predicted consensus sequence of AS25. Mapping of the 100 nt long reads obtained from Pc3 genome 
III. Comparison of SNPs using custom-made Perl scripts 96
In order to identify differently inherited genomic regions inside the genome of ascospore isolate 97 AS25-3 we first calculated the SNPs of the parental strains by mapping AS25 on P2niaD18. After this 98 step, we predicted an AS25-3 consensus sequence based on P2niaD18 and compared the SNPs in the 99 parental strains with the consensus sequence of the progeny by two custom-made Perl scripts, both are 100 available upon request.
101
The first Perl script (SNP_comparison_vcf2vcfo.pl) reads in the vcf output file form mpileup, 102 containing all SNPs in the parental strains AS25 and P2niaD18, and the sequence file containing the 103 consensus sequence of the progeny AS25-3, which was constructed on the genome sequence of inside the consensus sequence that show a low coverage (<5×) or an unclear base calling due to an 108 inconsistent mapping were marked by mpileup with small letters or "n", instead of capitalized letters.
109
To avoid a comparison with those regions, the text-based comparison differentiated between capitalize 110 and non-capitalized letters. In addition, only parental SNPs with a quality score greater than 50 and an 111 allele frequency of 1.0, hereafter referred to as high quality SNPs, were used for further analysis. The Table S1 . List of plasmids used in this study 139 for MAT1-1, and red for MAT1-2). SNPs in the parental strains P2niaD18 and AS25, and the 217 AS25-3 consensus sequence were predicted. To clearly assign SNPs on the AS25-3 genome, 218 comparative analysis were performed using parental high-quality SNPs (quality score >50, 219 and allele frequency = 1.0). After SNP allocation, sliding-window analysis provides the basis 220 to calculate differently inherited genomic regions inside AS25-3. 221 
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